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Our general survey of coarse fine particles from the Apollo 14 soil samples is sum- 
marized in the abstract we originally submitted to the Lunar Science Conference and 
will be published in the Proceedings Volumes. In our talk and this amended abstract, 
we wish to dwell on one particularly interesting class of soil particle. 

Fig. 1 shows the normative mineralogy of all particles of non-mare lunar material, 
from lunar soil samples, analyzed by our group to date. The distinction between mare 
and non-mare materials i s  not always easy to make; we assumed particles containing 
> 2% Ti02 were mare-derived, and excluded them from the plot. Three classes of non- 
mare material can be distinguished: plagioclase-rich anorthositic particles, norites 
rich in K and P (normative orthoclase, apatite), and a small group of pale green glasses 
(arrow) consisting of about one-third normative plagioclase and two-thirds normative 
mafic silicate minerals. 

We have found these pale green mafic glasses in < 1-mm fines samples from the 
Luna 16 and Apollo 14 core tubes. These glasses are  relatively rare  in the lunar soils, 
but not so rare  as Fig. 1 indicates. They are sufficiently rare  that there is little like- 
lihood of finding them among the small numbers of > 1-mm soil particles allocated for 
study; and they have escaped notice among < 1-mm soil particles because few investi- 
gators make detailed chemical studies of individual particles in "fine finest1 samples. 

The lunar mafic green glasses are compositionally similar to howardites, one of 
the Ca-rich classes of meteorites. The comparison is drawn in columns three and 
four of Table I .  Averaged values in these two columns sometimes do not match very 
closely, but both howardites and lunar green glasses are variable in composition, and 
for all oxides but CaO the compositional ranges overlap. A comparison between the 
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Fig. 1. Normative compositions 
(microprobe analyses) of non-mare 
particles analyzed by us in lunar soil 
samples . Arrow: mafic green glasses. 
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normative mineralogy of Ca-rich meteorites and howardites i s  drawn in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Mineral compositions and abundances do not match perfectly for howardites and lunar 
green glasses, but the difference is small. 

Four interpretations of the significance of howarditic glass in the lunar soil can 
be considered: 

(1) The glass is  derived from howarditic meteorites that have bombarded the 
Moon. This is  unlikely: ordinary chondrites, - 30X more abundant among terrestr ial  
meteorite falls than howardites, a r e  not found in the lunar soil, either intact o r  impact- 
melted; evidently stony meteorites are, with r a r e  exceptions, melted on impact and 
mingled beyond recognition with lunar materials. 

(2) Howarditic meteorites a r e  derived from the Moon (a possibility suggested by 
Duke and Silver, Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 31, 1637, 1967). Also unlikely: if im- 
pacts on the Moon deliver howardites to us as meteorites, they should also deliver 
anorthositic rocks, KREEP-rich norite, and Ti-rich basalt. 

(3) Howarditic material is  developed by a complex process of igneous differentia- 
tion, brecciation, and mixing (as indicated by textures) in at least two places: in the 
Moon and in one o r  more parent meteorite planets elsewhere in the solar system. We 
regard it as too much of a coincidence that this chain of events would produce such 
similar end products on two planets in the solar system; textures notwithstanding, it 
seems to us that the howarditic composition has some fundamental geochemical signi- 
ficance that carr ies  over from one planet to another. 

(4) The special importance of this composition does not have to do with melting 
relationships in silicate systems; howardites do not lie near the eutectic composition 
in the system anorthite-forsterite-silica. We suggest that howardites are a fair  
approximation to the raw material from which some of the inner planets o r  pre-plane- 
tary masses accreted. These included our Moon; and while it  seems that almost the 
entirety of the Moon has been partially melted and differentiated, some small propor- 
tion of its original substance must have survived more or  less unfractionated, to serve 
later as  a source for the lunar green glasses. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of proportions of major minerals in the norms of Ca-rich 
meteorites, green glasses, and other lunar materials: 1, 15415 (the Genesis Rock); 
2, gabbroic anorthosite 15418; 3, igneous norite 14310; 4, "green clod" 15923. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of composition of normative pyroxenes in Ca-rich meteorites 
and lunar materials. Symbols and number key as in Fig. 2. 
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